Do Titan’s mountains betray the late acquisition of its current atmosphere?
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1. Introduction

Titan may have acquired its massive atmosphere relatively recently in solar system history [1,2,3,4]. Prior to that time, Titan would have been nearly airless, with its volatiles frozen or sequestered. Present-day Titan experiences only small (~4 K) pole-to-equator variations, owing to efficient heat transport via the thick atmosphere [5]; these temperature variations would have been much larger (~20 K) in the absence of an atmosphere. If Titan’s ice shell is conductive, the change in surface temperature associated with the development of an atmosphere would have led to changes in shell thickness. In particular, the poles would move down (inducing compression) while the equator would move up. Figure 1 shows the predicted change in surface elevation as a result of the change in surface temperature, using the numerical conductive shell thickness model of [6].

2. Model and Analysis

The pattern of elevation change is almost identical to that experienced by a planet during spin-up. For a thin shell body (such as Titan) the equatorial region would have undergone strike-slip faulting (not normal faulting) in a NE-SW or NW-SE orientation, while the polar region would experience E-W thrust faulting [7]. This pattern does not change significantly if shell thickness variations are taken into account [8]. Published mapping shows lineaments with NE-SW or NW-SE orientations in the equatorial region [9]. These faults may have originated as strike-slip faults and then have been reactivated as compressional features as further compressional stresses developed (e.g. due to gradual cooling and contraction of Titan [10]). So the equator would have experienced strike-slip faulting and regional uplift followed by compression, while the poles would have experienced regional subsidence and compression throughout. Polar compression may have formed the isolated massifs seen there akin to isolated mountains thought to form in compression on Io [11,12]. The development of the atmosphere results in a regional polar strain of order $10^{-4}$, but the local strain at isolated mountains could be of order $10^{-3}$. The polar massifs are typically ~100 km wide, so if they are due to faulting then the predicted topography is roughly 100 m (depending on the angle of the fault), which is approximately what is observed. To accommodate the same strain by folding would require much higher relief. We will present mapping and additional modeling to evaluate the hypothesis that Titan’s tectonics reflect the consequences of recently acquiring a thick atmosphere.
3. Figures

Fig. 1. Change in topography of Titan as a consequence of the change in surface temperature variations due to acquisition of an atmosphere. The poles become warmer, resulting in shell thinning and a reduction in elevation, while the equator becomes colder, resulting in shell thickening and uplift. The minor longitudinal variations arise from the shell thickness variations due to tidal heating (see ref 6 for details on the numerical model employed). Units for scale bar are in meters.
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